On the Trail
Grey Rock Work Party
On Saturday, June 11th, the club will host a work party to
clear and improve the Grey Rock Trail on the Ahtanum State
Forest. The main objective of this event will be to clear the trail
of downed timber. However, we will also collect any litter and
make any improvements that can be accomplished with hand
tools. Improving drainage by diverting water from the trail is
an example of additional work we will endeavor to complete.
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So, place this event on your calendar and join us if you can. If
you have a chainsaw that you are willing to operate, please
bring it along. Other tools that will be helpful are spade point
shovels, picks, pruning saws or cutters and pry bars. Don’t for-
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get to bring work gloves, safety glasses and any other safety equipment you deem necessary. It is highly recommended that workers wear sturdy work boots, long pants and
long sleeve shirts. A hard hat is a good idea if you will be involved in any cutting operations.
The Grey Rock Trail is a motorcycle and ATV trail. It is narrow and will not accommodate standard side-by-side UTVs. Consequently, much of the trail work will have to be
accomplished by members operating quads. However, any members with side-by-sides,
who wish to participate, can function in a support capacity. We will need side-by-sides
to carry equipment, supplies and personnel to trail access points. Also, keep in mind
that the trail is quite challenging and only experienced riders should plan on negotiating the trail.
Thanks to a grant from Extreme Terrain Off Road Outfitters, the club will be providing
lunch and beverages for all club members participating in this project. Extreme Terrain provides grants for trail improvement projects under their Clean Trail Grant Project. In addition, they
support off-road organizations
with other generous programs and donations. Please
visit their website and
support their business.
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Trail Tips
Prepare for Emergencies on the Trail
Editor’s Note: Originally published in our newsletter about three
years ago, I felt that, with many new members, this article might prove
helpful. It has been expanded somewhat from its original version.
Are you prepared for an emergency on the trail? While it is difficult to anticipate and prepare for everything that might go wrong on a ride, there are some basic things that you
can do to be ready should something go wrong.
A basic first aid kit should be part of every rider’s emergency supplies. Immediate care
for minor cuts or scrapes can keep you riding and protect from potential infection.
Matches and fire starting materials should be carried if possible. If you become lost or
stranded, a fire for warmth or signaling could be essential.
Military MREs (Meals Ready to Eat) are another item that are easy to carry and
could be helpful in an emergency. Most of them contain enough to sustain you for a couple
of days. They come in heavy weatherproof containers and will last for years. In Yakima,
you can purchase them at Cabela’s or Hammer’s Precision Outdoor Store (formerly
Grumpy’s).
Water is a primary consideration for emergencies. Water is essential for survival and can
also be used for cooking or cleaning wounds. Some fresh water should be carried on every
ride.
A map and compass should be included, especially when riding in an area that you are
not familiar with. A GPS unit is another great tool, as long as you know how to operate it
properly. And, don’t forget to carry extra batteries!
A tire repair kit should always be
included for emergencies on the trail.
A flat tire that happens when you are
20 miles back in the mountains does
not have to be a major disaster. Slime
Products sell kits that include repair
materials and mini 12 volt air compressors. These kits are reasonably
priced and will easily handle any minor punctures you may experience and
can save you a lot of walking.
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Trail Tips Cont’d
This is a basic military first aid kit
that is available for about $20. Includes a canvas carry pouch and a
considerable assortment of first aid
items to handle most minor injuries. Most military surplus outlets
carry a variety of first aid kits.
Most outdoor stores also carry
various versions of first aid kits.
Additional items that you should
consider adding to your kit are a
topical ointment for bee or wasp
stings, and an insect repellant that
is effective against ticks.
A waterproof pouch with a few items that
might come in handy: hand and toe warmers, emergency space blankets, an emergency poncho. The item on the pouch is a
roll of toilet paper in a sealed plastic freezer
bag. After a career of working outdoors, I
recommend that you never head into the
backcountry without this. It will probably
be your most-often used emergency item.

Trail or topographic maps and
a compass are
the old standby
for navigating in
the backcountry.
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Trail Tips Cont’d
Some additional items that you should consider are collapsible tools for various purposes:
Wrenches - many of the newer side-by-side manufacturers are using torx hardware in the
assembly of their machines. A simple hand tool with various torx sizes will enable you to
make some trailside repairs. In addition, multi-socket tools like the one below are very
handy, and many are functional for both standard and metric nuts and bolts.
Collapsible canvas buckets - they come in a couple sizes and can be found in military
surplus outlets. They are especially handy for putting out your campfire or any other fire
you might encounter in the back country.
Lug wrench - need to change a tire on the trail or patch a puncture? Often, those jobs are
more easily accomplished with the wheel and tire removed from the axle. A collapsible lug
wrench is relatively inexpensive and takes up little space, but can save the day.
Shovel - a folding or collapsible shovel can be handy for many uses including digging your
machine out of the snow in the winter or putting out a fire in the summer when there is no
water nearby. Pictured are the military style folding shovel and the aluminum take-down
style with an extendable handle. Both are readily available at many retailers.
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Ride Report - The Wenas
Twenty-seven riders shared a great day in the Wenas Valley on Saturday, April16th. The
group met for donuts at 9:00 am and the ride began at 9:30. There were a total of twentyone machines on the ride, so the group broke into two smaller groups. Tim led one group up
over Bull Pasture Road and Bob Schafer took the other bunch and traveled up Durr Road.
The two groups met up again at Oasis Springs and traveled on to Black Canyon together. After an enjoyable forty-five minute lunch and some good visiting, the riders rode
back to the springs. Tim took his group back by way of the Towers and Bob led his folks
back via Bell Telephone Road. This way all riders got to travel the entire route.
Several of our newer members made the ride and we also had a few guests along as well.
The weather was nice with temps in the low 60's most of the day. The riders covered 34
miles and they were on the trail for just over five hours.

21 Machines...27 Riders...34 Miles...5 Hrs
Wenas...April 16, 2016
Dan and Dorthey Pettit Above
Oasis Springs
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Spring Campout
The Spring Campout was held during the last weekend of April. It was well attended and
the weather was good. Several club rides were conducted on Saturday with groups heading
off in different directions. Snow was a limiting factor for some at the higher elevations. The
lighter quads were able to negotiate the snow with little difficulty. In fact, the group of riders led by club president Scott Gendron made the big loop up the North Fork road, over
Darland Mountain and back down the Middle Fork road. It is estimated that they were
traveling on snow that was seven feet deep up on Darland! The groups that included sideby-sides encountered some resistance to attaining such heights. The heavier machines
eventually got bogged down in the soft snow and some winching and/or towing was required for extrication. Ultimately, some new members saw some new country and a great
time was had by all. In total, 41 riders on 29 machines spent a great day on the green dot
roads.
The cookout and bonfire at the end of the day were also a success. Scott, Dale and Robbin
grilled up the dogs and burgers while many members contributed additional dishes for the
big feed. There was lots of great food and time to spend with good friends.
Thanks again to Scott and Loraye for all your work to make this event another memorable
one for the club.

On the trail over
Deadhorse Flats

Steve gets an assist
from Ben and Ken
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Spring Campout Cont’d

A great cookout and
relaxing time with
friends after the day
on the trails.
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Editorial - Spring Trail Closures
In the spring, when the snow begins to melt in the higher elevations, the Forest Service
temporarily closes the motorized trails on some National Forest Districts. The closure is
scheduled from April 1st until June 15th, but can end sooner if trail conditions permit.
This closure seems to cause considerable consternation for some of our club members.
Some seem to feel that they are being arbitrarily excluded from the use of these trails. Perhaps a little more information will help bring a better understanding of this issue.
The Forest Service temporarily closes “motorized trails” and not “forest roads”. Why is
that, and what is the difference? First of all, the difference is considerable. Roads on the
National Forest are generally constructed for use by a variety of vehicles of differing
weight classes up to and including tractor-trailers. Most roads are built with limited inclines and the surfaces are constructed with gravel or even paved in a few instances. Roads
are also provided with ditches, culverts and water diversion devices to control water runoff. Because of these measures, travel on the roads during snow melt or wet periods are not
a significant concern as the roads hold up reasonably well under these adverse conditions.
“Motorized trails”, on the other hand, fall into a completely different category of travel way.
One aspect of the motorized trails that we need to be aware of is that most of the trails provide access to the higher elevations of the National Forest. And, of course, these are the areas that receive the highest amount of snowfall. This means that the snow generally lasts
considerably longer on the trails because of their location. They remain wet longer in the
Spring as the snow gradually melts off. In a normal year, snow can always be found in
some locations along these trails well into June or even July. Another consideration is that
the motorized trails were not designed by engineers, nor constructed to any standards. No
gravel was used as they were developed. Motorized trails were developed over a long period
of time by general use, and their routes lie on natural surface. In addition, many of the motorized trails include inclines that can be considered extreme. In fact, a few are so steep
that they are recommended to be used in only one direction - downhill.
For all these reasons, motorized trails are much more susceptible to damage from use during the Spring snow melt. The Forest Service attempts to minimize damage by keeping usage to a minimum during this period. The closure, by the way, applies to all users, not just
motorized use. A limited number of volunteers are permitted to travel the trails in order to
monitor their condition and clear the trails of downed timber during the closed period. This
provides the Forest Service with firsthand information on trail conditions, and allows them
to open trails early when volunteers report that they have dried sufficiently for use.
The Cascade Quad Squad is part of that volunteer effort. We have responsibility for monitoring and clearing the motorized trails in the Bethel Ridge and Rattlesnake area on the
Naches District. We will be conducting surveys of these areas soon and reporting the results to the Forest Service to assist them in their decision on trail openings. With continued warm temps, we should be back riding the motorized tails soon.
K.J.Didion,Editor

Founded in September of 2007, the Cascade Quad Squad
has grown to over 100 individual members and more
than 20 corporate members. We are dedicated to enjoying, promoting and protecting the sport of ATVing. We
hold scheduled ride events year-round as well as impromptu rides to enjoy our public lands. We work
with various agencies to ensure that adequate riding opportunities exist for the general public. We volunteer our
time and effort toward maintaining and accessing our
riding opportunities. Our main purpose: to have lots of
FUN! Come and join us! We meet the second Tuesday of
each month at 7:00PM at Round Table Pizza near Fred
Meyers on 40th.

Cascade Quad Squad
2900 South 42nd Ave.
Yakima, WA 98903

We’re on the Web!
Cascadequadsquad.com
“Tread Lightly, Obey the Law, and
Respect Our Natural Resourses”

Our club has performed several service projects. We
worked cooperatively with the DNR and supplied the
workforce to remove two damaged wooden bridges and
replace them with rock crossings on the Gray Rock trail.
The club also has an ongoing highway litter control project between Gleed and Naches.
The Cascade Quad Squad encourages and welcomes new
members. Feel free to attend on of our monthly meetings
or drop us an email on the Contact Us tab on our website.

Corporate members are all welcome to advertise in our newsletter at no charge to them. If you have an
event or a sale that you would like to include in the next issue, just email the details to the editor at kjdidion@gmail.com

Support Our Corporate Members
Whenever you can, try to support those
who support us. Our corporate members
show their support for our club’s goals
by paying for their corporate membership. Our corporate members are listed
on our website, but we will also provide
a list of them here. When you are doing
business with them, let them know that
you are a member of the Cascade Quad
Squad and that you appreciate their
support.



Premier Power Sports, Yakima





Selah Trailer Camper Sales, Inc.,
Selah

Les Schwab Tire Sales, Yakima
and Union Gap



Invisible Ink, Yakima



ITEC: Independent Trailer &
Equipment Co., Inc., Yakima



Lonestar Ranch House Restaurant,
Yakima



Greg Stevenson Construction,
Cowiche



Vanamburg Enterprises, Yakima





Canopy Country RV, Union Gap

Round Table Pizza, Yakima





Rad’s Auto Repair, Yakima

Poulin’s Motorcycle, Yakima

Our Corporate Members are:





ToppCreek Farms, Toppinish

AlphaTronics, Tukwila



Valley Marine, Yakima





The Drift Inn, Naches



Owen’s Cycle, Inc., Yakima

Hurst Brumback & Brusic, Union
Gap



The Woodshed Restaurant and
Lounge, Naches



Yukon’s Trucking



Ellensburg Powersports

Our club website contains a full listing
of our Corporate Members and includes
addresses, phone numbers and website
links.

